The vowels in each word are tautonymic.

CASTLEGATE  HAPPENSTANCE  JASPERWARE  LACERATE
MASTERCLASSES  NAMEPLATE  PALEFACE  RAGGLE-TAGGLE
SALEABLE  TABERNACLE  VAL-DE-MARNE (N France)  WATERGATE

AIR-RAID  ANTICLASTIC  ASTIGMATISM  BRAINDRAIN  DAIRYMAID
GAINSAYING  GARIBALDI  HAIRSPRAYING  LAMINARIN  MAINSAIL
MAINTAIN  NAMIBIA  PAINSTAKING  RAINMAKING  SATYRIASIS
SNAIL-MAIL  TANIZAKI (a first name)  VACCINATING
WAITANGI  (National Day in New Zealand)  ZAMINDARI

ANGLO-SAXON  APPROBATORY
CAUCASUS

DERMAPTERAN  NEANDERTHAL  WHEATEAR  WHEATMEAL

ZEFFIRELLI  ZEITGEIST

PHENOMENON
EURYTHEUS

IMPARTIAL  IRANIAN

INEDIBLE  KIDDERMINSTER  LISTERINE  NIMBLEWITTED  NINETIETH
RIVERSIDE  SILVERSIDE  WINKLE-PICKERS  WINTERISE

INTORSION

INUKITUT

COCACOLA

LONESOME  OVERCOME  SOMEONE  WHOLESOME

POISONING
OUTBOUND OUTPOUR
UNARGUABLY UNNATURAL
QUEUED
UNDILUTING UNDISPUTING

TAUTONYMIC PHRASES

The same two vowels are repeated in the second word.

STANLEY MATTHEWS (footballer)

FRIED RICE RICE FIELD

LOMBARDY POPLAR